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High school escape level 9 solution

Guide to High School Escape Level 9 Tutorial – Play as a student to escape a locked campus by solving logic puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape
Level 9 Instructions: click on the left table and get a blue bottle and bullet tap right table to get pliers and green vials to lower the wires above the door, find a colored guide on the door: red green cyan pink blue high school Escape Level 9 Instructions, Answers, solutions and tips. High School Escape is a game from
Goblin LLC and is available in the Google Play Store, iTunes and Amazon. This escape game will take you back to high school, but this time you're trapped. Prove your skills in code-breaking, solving puzzles and logical thinking! Because no one wants to be locked up in school. So use all the escape skills that you have
to break out! Is the level lower than what you see in your game? Please let us know in the comments below so we can fix any errors! High School Escape Level 9 Video Guide to all College Escape Levels Guide for Colleges Escape Level 9 Tutorial – Play as a student to escape a locked campus by solving logic puzzles
at all levels! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 9 Instructions: click on the left table and get the blue bottle and right right counter, To get pliers and a green bottle
use pliers to cut the wire above the door to find the color guide on the door: red green cyan pink blue try on the right table and put a bullet on the device tap blue box and connect the wire + 2 vials then order the color such as a hint to get a blue light and attach it to the left holderuppovat plate to see the track E green B
blue S red t purple j green use these guide to open the safe and get a drinklook on the left side of the corner and use the blue light to reveal the numbers use the code to open the briefcase on the floor: 3872put 2 bottle on the right table and click to start the bullet door opens and you can escape the answer on the high
school Escape Level 8 Tutorial - play as Student escape the locked campus by solving logic puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 8
Instructions: get paper on the door and put it on the left board to do math 1027 + 2521 =3548 enter the number on the red box, Make your screwdriver and glass unscrew the right lamp with the screwdriver and get the skull key to use the key to open the gray cabinet and get the papers to get the pin on the fire
extinguisher to take another pin over the door to combine both pin and use it to open the blue cabinet match red line and get a sprayer to combine sprayer + glass put papers on whiteboard and attach the image using the spray in the picture picture Numbers 2549 enter the code to open the green box and get the ruler to
use the ruler to open the door and escape the college solution to escape level 8 video cheats guide: return to all levels of high school escape walkthrough list answers to college Escape Level 7 Instructions – play as a student to escape the locked campus by solving logical puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to escape
through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 7 Instructions: look at the poster on the door is the number: 0216 enter the code on the left box and get the phone charger near the cake display and
combine with the phone to connect the cable to the right connector look at the cake display for color help for help : red - purple - blue green - yellow - white enter the color to the phone and check the message : 76518 click on the right cold drinks vending machine and enter the code to get the drink to pour the drink on the
left vending machine to get a red card to get the chair in the middle and put it on the table look at the fan for the knife to combine the knife + can and use it to dust near the trash can use the card on the door and use the keyboard to reveal the fingerprint click on these numbers : 23670 Open doors and escape college
solution escape level 7 video cheats guide: return to all levels of High School Escape Walkthrough List Cheat for High School Escape Level 6 Tutorial – Play as a student escape a locked campus by solving logic puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many
more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 6 Instructions: look at the shirts on the left and remember the first letter of each name : D B K L G P S O R click on the right boots and make the letters to get the numbers: 7 3 2 1 6 5 9 4 8 look at the keyboard on
the middle and change the location of the numbers to connect the colors from the perimeter to get the number 1236 withers picture on the left to reveal safe and enter 4 color footballs from the right shelf : blue - yellow - green - red then enter the code number 1236 to get a keycard and use it to open the door solution of
the college escape level 6 video cheats guide: return to all levels high school escape walkthrough list cheats for high school Escape Level 2 Instructions - play as a student escape the locked campus by solving logic puzzles at each level! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and
many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 2 Instructions: get a screwdriver on top of the cd player near the TV click on the picture on the table and use the screwdriver on back and get the battery to take another battery from the right picture tap the
gamepad on the right sofa and insert the battery look at the left clock , there's a guide to the red sticker for the time to change the clock time by 8:30 pm to get the CD shelf and place it in the CD player near the TV click on the gamepad and watch the TV play tic tac toe and win and get code 7429 enter the numbers on
the keyboard and the door opens the solution of the college escape level 2 video cheats guide: return to all levels of High School Escape Walkthrough list of solutions for high school Escape Level 3 - Play as a student escape the locked campus by solving puzzle logic at all levels ! Are you ready to escape through
campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 3 Instructions: get scissors, spray and ping pong ball on the cup use scissors to cut the green pipe to the right view of the ceiling and count how many cups with
yellow, blue, green color enter 537 on the fridge and click on the right side to connect the pipe and insert the ball on the hole to get a lighter and combine with spray can use the combined item to melt the ice cube inside the fridge to take the key and use it to open the door Solution College Escape Level 3 Video Cheats
Guide: Return to all levels of high school Escape Walkthrough list of solutions for high school Escape Level 5 Tutorial – Play as a student to escape a locked campus by solving logic puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High
School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 5 Instructions: pick up the square and stick to the pool table use a stick to break the left glass and get a helmet to put a helmet on the middle star to reveal the number : 80 match numbers with a triangle guide on the pool table and you get .
. 10 . . . 45 – 33 . . 52 – 18 . . . 02 . . if you throw another triangle on the pool table you get x and y as a code attach the square on the right side out of order arcade as click on it to get the coin and use it on the right arcade then add a stick click on the stick to get the bonus card to insert the card to the door and press 6 8
8 8 8 9 2 on the keyboard to open the door of the college solution to escape level 5 video cheats guide: return to all levels high school escape walkthrough list guide for high school Escape Level 4 Instructions - play as a student escape the locked campus by solving the logic of puzzles at all levels! Are you ready to
escape through campus, trophy rooms, chemistry classes and many more? прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android High School Escape Level 4 Instructions: look at the right sink and get the handle of the battery and paper clip to go inside the left shower warp using paper clips and get
the key + adhesive tape use the keys to open the pipe bottom right and get a paper guide 7c go to another left shower room and connect the key handle then click on it to look at the color guide B C click on the left cabinet and change the numbers to the correct color gradation: 9a / 3a x 2a 5b + 6b - 4b 8c - 7c + 1c to do
the math and you get the code to open the first Box Right: 6 7 2 get the knife inside and combine to combine With duct tape use a knife to cut the wire above the door and the door will open a college escape level 4 video cheats guide: return to all levels of the High School Escape Walkthrough list guide for high school
Escape Walkthrough – play as a student to escape a locked campus by solving logic puzzles at all levels! Because no one wants to be trapped in school. So use all the escape skills that you have to break out! прохождение High School Escape by Goblin LLC on iPhone and android Older student will help you in high
school Escape Level 1: Wow, freshman, what are you doing here? Haven't you heard of the evacuation? They've all left campus and the academy building, the police have sealed everything off. You should leave now, let me help you! All levels of world high school escape solution: High School Escape Level 1 Instruction
High School Escape Level 2 Instruction high school escape level 3 instructions high school escape level 4 walkthrough High School Escape Level 5 Instructions high school escape level 6 instructions high school escape level 7 walkthrough high school escape level 8 : High School Escape Level 10 Instructions High
School Escape Level 11 Instructions High School Escape Level 12 Walkthrough High School Escape Level 13 Walkthrough High School Escape Level 13 Walkthrough High School Escape Level 14 Tutorial High School Escape Level 15 Instructions High School Escape Cheats look under the bed to get your laptop power
adapter tap monitor to get a power cord and get a USB flash drive combine power cord + power adapter then connect to laptop then add flash-drive reveal : 3982 enter the numbers on the microwave to get the card to use the card to unlock the door open to escape to phase 2 good job Freshman! Now I have some 'class
priority missions while the teachers are gone if you know what I mean. Now you're on your own, don't get caught by the cops! Cops!
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